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''ESSENTIALS OF PRAYER" 
By: Dr. Al Sanders 
rJoubtless most people, regardless of their denominational or religious persuasion, 
·~1ould be willing to say they believe in prayer. Such, without meeting the essentials, 
would be like someone saying one believes in cashing checks. Without money deposited 
in the bank, no matter how much we believe in cashing checks, it will do us little 
good to espouse this virtue. God guards the prerogatives of prayers as rigorous_ly as. 
a bank would guard its operation and monetal)' system. Prayer doesn't need to be 
proved, it needs to be practiced. 
Before his home going, Phil Kerr used to say, "Why don't we sing 'Sweet Five :Minutes of 
Prayer' or 'Sweet Thirty Seconds of Prayer,' because for most people that's about all 
the time they spend~" Unfortunately, in many instances, and in most lives, his evalu-
ation could often be correct. 
The first essential of prayer is that we must believe in God. That means not just 
that He exists but that He sent His Son to this earth to redeem fallen mankind. 
· Hebrews 11:6 reminds us ''He that cometh to God must believe that He is, and that He is 
a rewarder of them who diligently seek Him." A listener recently asked, ''What are the 
minimum and maximum essentials for salvation?" Have you ever thought about it? The 
answer is that the mininrum essential is exactly the same as the maximum essential. It 
is that we must believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and receive His saving grace. It is 
not enough to believe about Christ or about God, but we are to believe in Him. This 
rreans in all of the aspects of His redernpt1 ve work. 
In Psalm 34: 15, 16, again repeated in I Peter 3: 12, we find that "the eyes of the Lord 
are over the righteous, and His ears are open lfilto their prayers: but the face of the 
Lord is against them that do evil." God doesn't answer the prayers of those who are 
s till in their sins. There is only one prayer an unbeliever can offer which is rightly 
heard by Almighty ,God. This is when he is willing to pray, "God, be merciful to me a 
s inner, and save me for Christ's sake." 
The second essential of prayer is for a believer to come with a clean heart. There is 
:o~thing about the rehearsal of one's faults to the Lord that gives him a sense of 
God' s forgiveness, as well .as a realization of the heinous aspect of sin in the sight 
o~ Christ. The Psalmist rightly declared, "If I regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord 
will not hear me." He knew that lfilconfessed sin would rob him of the joy in fellow-
ship with the Lord. Do your prayers seem to go no higher than the proverbial ceiling? 
Then, it may be there is something in your life which needs to be made right with God. 
1here is a minister who had heard about a disease of the heart which affects the eyes. 
He contacted a physician friend who gave him the medical term for the disease. It 
seems that ulcers build up on the inner heart walls with no apparent pain. The blood 
ve:sels then swell, finally breaking. As a result, some people have gone blind. His 
friend concluded, "The non-technical name for the problem is sometimes called a 
"dirty heart." Spiritual blindness is caused by a heart that needs to be cleansE 
by the redeeming grace of Jesus OlYist. You may not feel the pain. You may havE 
become insensible to your ways and actions. We need to stop and make our hearts 
and minds pure and clean. The Bible assures us that "God is faithful and just tc 
forgive us our sins and to cleanse us (to keep right on cleansing us) from all lil1 
righteousness" (I John 1:9). The trouble is that we don't want to stop, taking t 
time to make things right. It is, however, a prime essential. Perhaps you have 
heard about the man who was chopping wood and getting very little done because hi 
axe was terribly dull. A stranger happened along who inunediately recognized the 
man's plight. He kindly suggested, "Things' d go much easier if you just took a f 
moments to sharpen your axe." The disgruntled workman commisserated, "Don't you 
lillders tand? This job is too hard already without stopping to sharpen the axe." 
Aren't we all like that to some degree? We tell ourselves, "I'm so busy, there a 
so many things to do, I just didn't have the time to pray." We're very ready to 
excuse ourselves. 
The third essential for prayer is to come in confidence, believing that God does 
want to do something. In John 16: 24 Christ assures us, ''Hitherto have ye as~ 
nothing in my name: ask, and ye shall receive, that your joy may be full." God 
wants to do for us not only those things which we may desire, but also things whi( 
are far beyond our human comprehension. One of the most blessed verses in the Bil 
is Ephesians 3: 20. Memorize and apply it in your own heart and life. 
There was a little girl who joined the crowd attending the Wednesday night prayer 
meeting at her church where everyone had gone to beseech the Lord for rain. Then 
had been such a severe drought in the area. This trusting lass was evidently the 
only one who believed enough to take along an wnbrella. No wonder the Lord Jesus 
had to say to His disciples of old, even as He does today, "0 ye of little faith.' 
The fourth essential of prayer is that we come with our petitions according to Goe 
will. During World War II there was a farmer in Sussex, England who, along with 
many of the other farmers, was experiencing a great deal of difficulty because of 
severe drought which had hit his area. Not only were the fields parched for water 
but the crop itself was a rather poor looking substance. The farmer, who was a 
01.ristian, wrote to the missionary society explaining that his money had run out, 
and asking for prayer. Water had to come from soire place. They, of course, promi 
to join with him. Several weeks later, another letter came. This time he was tel 
ing how God had worked. He explained how that one night a German bomber was flyin 
over Sussex. Anti-aircraft shells knocked it from the sky and it happened to fall 
right in the middle of his finest farmland, which was completely destroyed in flam 
What was even more amazing was the fact that when the plane hit and exploded, the 
force was so great that it lillcapped an lillderground spring which gushed forth with 
sufficient water not only for his own crops, but for those of some of his neighbor: 
too. Who would have thought to pray for a German bomber to fall in your backyard? 
When we coire to God, so often we ask for things which we feel are good for us. Ye· 
we should keep in mind that God can see from a viewpoint far beyond our own limi te( 
horizons. The purpose of prayer is that the Father may be glorified in the Son. -
James 4:3 we read the words, "Ye ask, and receive not, because ye ask amiss." Then 
is a wrong purpose and a selfish motive so often in our petitioning. Christ has t< 
us that "If we ask anything according to His will, He heareth us." 
Consider again these four essentials: believe God for salvation, come to Him with c 
clean heart, ask in confidence, trusting the Lord in faith implicitly, and make yo 
petitions according to His will. 
Years ago over in Scotland, the people were quite superstitious. They followed a 
practice of uttering what are known as "ejaculatory prayers." They believed that t 
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il had so surrolll1ded them that their only hope of getting a prayer to heaven was 
say it so quickly that he wouldn't have time to stop them; he would be caught off 
rd. They might be walking along and all of a sudden tum heavenward to declare, 
rd, bless me." Or, working in their homes or out in their fields, suddenly one 
ht be heard to declare, "Lord, help me!" It appears that there may be some 
istians who are superstitious like our Scottish friends, at least as to the length 
intensity of the prayer. What is your prayer life like? I ask my own heart this 
e question. "And this is the confidence we have in Him, that, if we ask anything 
ording to His will, He heareth us. And if we know that He hear us, whatsoever we 
, we know that we have the petitions that we desired of Him" (I John 5:14, 15). 
Dr. Sanders is Host 
of the Biola Hour 
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"TITLES OF THE SAVIOR" 
A Christmas message by Dr. J. Richard Olas 
President 
The nanes and descriptive phrases of our Savior have always attracted Christians. 
Consider His appropriate titles: Prince of Peace, the Light of the World, the Lily 
the Valley, the Mighty God, the Vine, Ennnanuel, the Messiah, Everlasting Father, 
Cmmselor, the Bright and Morning Star, Jesus, Master, Lord, Savior, to name but a 
few on this marvelous list. Often overlooked are four significant, descriptive 
phrases found in Luke 2:21 to 32 which is the basis for this seasonal mediation. 1 
context shows us that Mary had brought Jesus to Jerusalem to present Him to the Le 
There were to be appropriate sacrifices signaling the end of her days of purificat 
This all took place 40 days after the birth of Olrist. The Holy Spirit also saw t 
it (v. 26) that a devout righteous man by the name of Simeon was there. It had be 
promised him that he shouldn't see death before he had seen the :Messiah. There ar 
some who speculate that this Simeon actually was the father of Gamaliel of whom we 
read in Acts 5:34. No substantial evidence can be found. 
The first of these descriptive phrases is "the consolation of Israel" (v. 25). Th 
Greek word for consolation is the same one the apostle John selects as he encourag 
"My little children, these things write I lillto you, that ye sin not. And if any rr 
sin, we have an 'advocate' with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous" (I John 2: 
Some translations use the word "paraclete." The meaning "to call to the side of." 
It represents someone who intercedes on our behalf. Almighty God has sent One whc 
to so handle the circumstances of our life, if we believe in Him, that the final 
verdict will be assured. There can be no condemnation to us becuase Jesus Olrist 
our Advocate. 
We don't know why Simeon had been praying so earnestly to see this Consolation of 
Israel. Undoubtedly the prayer was earnest and the need was deep. Think of the 
nation of Israel with their kingdom divided. The Syrians had captured the norther 
portion, and later the Babylonians had come in to overtake Judah. At this particu 
time Herod the Great was on the throne. He was the evil one who decreed the 
slaughter of the male children in a diabolical plot to kill the Christ child. The 
people were certainly ready for consolation. What about you? In our lives today 
need a Counselor to come alongside of us to bring practical help. We need to tuni 
Jesus Christ so that we can feel the strength of His arms and the comfort of His g 
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veral years ago I was playing in a basketball game. Virtually all the players on 
team were Christians except one individual. I talked with the fellow who brought 
m and inquired, "Have you witnessed to your friend?" He responded in the affinna-
ve but explained, "It really doesn't make nruch sense to him now. He's big and 
rong, a top student in school, and he has a wonderful girlfriend. His parents have 
ts of money and there doesn't seem to be any needs he has at all." I thought to 
self, "HCM dangerous it is to have everything right and not to know the comfort of 
e Consolation of Israel. Some people, unfortunately, live in lands where they have 
t yet heard the Name of Christ. It can be dangerous not to have problems for un-
ss you have a real need you may not turn to Simeon's Consolation . 
.e next descriptive title is in verse 26, "the Lord's Christ." First of all, the 
1rd Christ or Christos in the Greek literally means "the Anointed One." It is a New 
stament concept for the Old Testament "Messiah." In the original, "Lord" modifies 
hrist." Simeon is simply saying that this is God's .Anointed One. This isn't just 
~ self-proclaimed Savior or would-be helper. This is God's chosen One, and there is 
1 other. This is our heavenly Father's doing and isn't the result of man's striv-
Lg. This is why our Savior Himself could say, "I am the Way, the Truth, and the 
.fe; no man cometh unto the Father but by N.le." 
neon correctly designated this One bom in Bethlehem as the Lord's Christ. This 
so suggests divine perfection. When anyone strives to solve the ills of the world, 
is limited in every respect. This One who came as our Savior isn't man-made or 
pi-elevated. He is God's only begotten and beloved Son. 
ie third descriptive title is "A light to lighten the Gentiles" (v. 32). Think about 
Lght and how we can go into a darkened room, flick on a switch, and innnediately see 
iysically various objects otherwise not visible. Light is also a term which denotes 
~e revealing of understanding. Perhaps we have been wrestling with a difficult 
fOblem when, all of a sudden we exclaim, "I'm beginning to see the light." The 
leces core together in our mind and we can put the complex mental picture together. r' simply combine the idea of physical sight with mental understanding. This gives 
· perception and disclosure. We rightly affirm that Christ is our Light. He is 
rtainly light for the Gentiles who had no history of a formal relationship with 
d, as did the Jews. Since Christ is the light, we begin to understand what He 
ts us to know as we corrnni t our lives to Him for His glory. 
en Christ said, "I am the Truth," in essence He refers to that which was hidden 
at which was veiled from view which is now openly brought before us so that we ~an 
derstand for the first time. By committing ourselves to Him we can have the 
surance of eternal life as well as the forgiveness of sin, which is the very 
undation for a new life in Christ. 
e final descriptive phrase which Simeon declares is, "the glory of Thy people, 
r~el" (v. 32) . "Glory" used here is from the Greek concept which means "to think" 
to "~ave an opinion." It was used so often of a very high judgment or opinion of 
ressive regard. It represents that which is superior and higher than anything 
lse. Isreal had a number of things that were important to them, such as the Old 
stament law. There were also many wonderful patriarchs and kings from days gone 
, plus the beauty of the temple. Yet Simeon could take that baby of 40 days and 
claim, "Here is the Glory of Israel." What is the glory of America? This bi-
nteru:ial ye~r we consi~er our freedoms, the Bill of Rights, great leaders of the 
as~, ~ndus~rial and agricultural production, and even the strength of evangelical 
ristians in_ou: ~ountry._ Y~t, r~ally the glory of our country is swnmarized in 
e glory of individuals within this land who have recognized Jesus Christ as their 
ersonal Savior. 
at is your glory at this season of the year? What is uppermost in your mind, 
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dominating your thoughts? What opinions do you hold higher than any others? As 
high and good as they all may be, they can't begin to compare with descriptions 
our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, our Savior. May we see these things too 
our wonderful Lord at this exciting season of the year. 
"HISTORIC REALITY AND 
PROPHETIC PROMISE" 
A Christmas message by Dr. Charles FeinbE 
Dean Emeritus, Talbot Theological Seminm 
In Luke 2: 8- 20 we have the wonderful verses ever new, yet such a beautiful narra1 
concerning the birth of our Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ. Although it is a mos1 
familiar passage, I would encourage you to study it again with us. 
No religion of the world has the birth of its founder similar to what we have in 
Christianity. This significance rests on a nruch deeper basis than the mere fact 
that His birth has changed our entire calendar. He, as no other religious fornde 
is the incarnation of Deity in humanity. Jesus Christ, the God-man, the Prophet, 
Priest and King of mankind is, in fact, the center and turning point not only of 
chronology, the change in the calendar, but also is the key to all its mysteries. 
The infidel Rousseau had to admit, "If Socrates lived and died like a sage, Jesus 
lived and died like a God." Napoleon confessed, "I know of rren, and I tell you, 
Christ was not a man. Everything about Christ astonishes me. His spirit over-
whelms me; it confounds rre. Yes, if ever the divine appeared on earth, it was in 
person of Christ." 
First of all, consider that His coming was clearly foretold. This is the realm o 
Old Testament prophecies. All too few realize how explicit and detailed are thes~ 
predictions of the Old Testament concerning the birth of the Messiah. Someone wi! 
observed, "Suppose you saw a half dozen doors with as many locks to them so unique 
and strange that not a locksmith in the country could make a key to fit them. Th~ 
someone corres with a key which fits all of these different locks and opened all s: 
doors. Could you then doubt that his was the right key?" Such is exactly the ki1 
of proof that prophecies give us. They show the truth of the birth of the Messial 
although written many years previous to the event. 
Jesus is the true key for all the prophetic locks. These prophecies are well wor1 
your time to look up, read, and consider (Genesis 3:15; 12:3; 49:10; Nwnbers 24:1~ 
Deuteronomy 18:15). 
The Lord promised that He Himself would give us a sign (Isaiah 7: 14). The promisE 
was that a virgin would conceive and bear a Son who would be called Emmanuel. By 
degrees, through the important passages of the Bible, the great truth was revealec 
His coming was supernaturally miraculous. Isaiah 9 :6 tells us of the born child a 
the Son given. It is the perfect blending of humanity with Deity. Micah 5:2 
speaks of Israel's eternal Ruler, His pre-existence, so that all eyes should have 
been turned toward Bethlehem rather than Jerusalem or even Galilee. 
Then there is the coming fulfilled which is graciously discovered in the New Testa 
ment. God broke through from eternity into time - exactly as He •said. If the bir 
of Christ weren't an historical reality then how could one explain our presence he 
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would millions around the world celebrate the same glorious historic event? In 
i.tion God began with a man, Adam. In redemption He began with a Baby. To a 
~e pa;t of Chrisen~om, Bethl~hem is the end of tJ:e story. Th~s is ~o sa~ly true. 
~t portions of Scripture remind us that He who did come the first time will come 
in. On this joyous occasion for the celebration of the advent season, we need to 
reminded that there is yet a prophetic promise, another coming hour. This same 
.lS is going to come in like manner as He went away. There is not only to be the 
ferings of Christ but also 'the glory that is to follow. The Son of Man will some-
come in His majesty with His holy angels. The Savior never gave the impression 
t His first advent completed all. 
~ 1: 31-33 reminds us that the Lord is Son of the most High. God will give unto 
the throne of His father David, and He will rule over the house of Jacob for-
r. There is here a merging and blending of both facets of truth; historic reality 
prophetic promise. 
oted minister was invited to preach away from home one weekend. He arrived at the 
tion and stood with his sui tease, waiting for someone to claim him. A car drew up 
. the driver asked, "Are you Mr. Brown?" ''Yes," he replied. His luggage was 
.ced in the car and the automobile drove away. The pas tor wondered what to do 
.t. Then, another and more handsmre car drew up to his side. "Mr. Brown?" the 
ty asked. "Yes," came back the response, "but someone else just asked me that and 
n drove off with my luggage." "Oh," the man laughed, "that was a servant of mine. 
ent him for your luggage, but I've come for you mysele" The joyous news is that 
Lord Himself will come for His people. Even an angel won't do. You know He has 
e. Are you ready for His coming again? Faith makes anyone ready now. "Believe 
the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved." 
"CELEBRATING 'XMAS"' 
A Christmas message by Dr. Samuel Sutherland, 
President Emeritus 
reone has rig~tly said, "The. approach to Christmas is far more significant than the 
Droach of Christmas." That is a very perceptive thought and one which we, too, 
DUld pollcier. 
~ first Christmas 
~ (Matthew 2: ll). 
gifts were those presented to the Lord at His birth by the wise 
Too often do we fail to consider Him. There was no room in the 
Today there is still no room for Him in the hearts of many men ~fl !~~;:.e Savior. stmas has become merely "Xmas." It is _well known in a~gebraic terms that "X" ds for the ur:known. _As we approach this season, the mind of the average in-ridual has a big qu~stion mark as to who or what was sent in the first place which 
~es all of the excitement at the end of each year. I don't even like to write the 
~ "XJ:1as." While I realize that "X'' is the first word of "Christos," standing for 
ist in the Greek, yet the average individual in the world has no concept of that. 
w~se men centuries ago :ealized ~omething of Christ's glorious birth. They came 
shipped, and presented gifts to Him. We thank God that we as Christians don't 
ship an unknown god; we know Whom we have believed. 
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John was an eyewitness during the life of our Lord. He had seen the miracles of 
Galilee and saw what happened when the majestic voice of the Lord calmed the wate 
of the lake. He stood by the gravesite of Lazarus and heard the Lord speak the 
words of life resusi tation. He also stood by the cross while Jesus was hanging 
there. He had been the first of the disciples to reach the empty tomb. He was 
completely clear in his evaluation of the Savior's greatness. 
The coming of Jesus Christ was absolutely necessary. It was the only way by whid 
bridge could be established, covering the great gulf between God and man. We don 
need to argue the existence of this chasm. That desolate, lonely cry of our Lord 
He was hanging on the cross, ".My God, .My God, Why hast Thou forsaken Me?" is stil '. 
the cry of humanity down through the ages. It is really we who have forsaken God 
Christ cane so that men and women might be brought over that great gulf fixed be-
tween heaven and hell, right and wrong, good and evil. The Savior made God known 
us. The world knows absolutely nothing accurately about the Lord apart from Jesu 
Christ. This is why John writes, "No man hath seen God at any time." It is as 
though you had a distant friend whom you had never seen. He wrote to you and thrc 
such efforts you have gleaned something of his mind and character. But then, one 
day the door to your room swings open. There he stands in person. In face and fc 
it is he himself. Even so with Jesus Christ. The eternal Word was made flesh anc 
dwelt among us and we beheld His glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the 
Father. 
I 
Think for a moment what would have happened if Christ hadn't come. It isn't diffi 
cult for us to imagine the condition of this sin-cursed world. Spiritual and more 
darkness would still cover the face of the globe. There would have been no beautj 
ful literature, no enriching songs, no inspiring art, no peace, no good will, no 
message of hope of salvation. Yes, we all owe a great debt to the coming of the 
Savior. Such can never be repaid. 
When sin had done its worst, when oppression and depression prevailed, when men's 
hearts were breaking, yearning for freedom from cruel bondage, when wickedness in 
high places rotted the ancient world, when philosophy and ethics and culture were 
cast into the depths of dark despair, it was then that God sent forth His Son. It 
is a small wonder that the wise men 1900 years ago came and fell down at Christ's 
feet to worship Him. Always remember that the greatest gift an individual can 
possibly give to the Savior is himself. While we are unworthy, unclean, unholy, c; 
llllfit for fellowship with God, yet the Lord calls upon us to give Him ourselves. 
"Just as I am, without one plea, but that Thy blood was shed for me. And that The 
bidst me come to Thee; 0 Lamb of God, I come, I come!" 
i~~~ ~~~s~ew~v~~rnw~h~!a~~ :g~tm~0:h~:a~~o~dt~e~~t~~!c~:dF~~~e~rd~~~ ~ 
day on which he was to be hanged arrived, and the condeTIIlled man was taken out to t 
gallows. The noose was adjusted with a black blindfold pulled over his eyes. The 
trap was about to be sprllllg. Then a breathless stranger rushed into the front of 
that room and put into the hands of the officers a paper containing a single word. 
Unde4r that word was the signature of the governor of the state. As you may have 
guessed, the word was "Pardoned." Such good news has reached us with the signatur 
of God Himself in the person of Jesus Christ. One word was given to a guilty worl 
It is "Pardoned." "There is therefore now no condeTIIllation to those who are in Chr 
Jesus." Through faith in His finished work, God has pardoned all of our sins. 
01rist was born in the lowes1 of circumstances. The air above, however, was fille 
with the "Hallelujahs" of the heavenly host. His lodge was a cattle pen, but the 
star drew distinguished visitors from afar to do Him honor. His birth was contrar 
the laws of nature, His death was contrary to the laws of death. No miracle is so 
inexplicable as His life and teaching. He had no cornfield or fishery, but He cou 
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>read a table for five thousand and have bread and fish to spare. He walked on no 
~autiful carpets but He walked on the waters and they supported Him. His cruci-
Lxion was the crime of crimes but in God's sight no other price than His infinite 
!JOny could have made possible our redemption. When He died, few men mourned but a 
Lack crepe was hung over the sun. No men trembled for their sins, but the earth 
wok under the load. All nature honored Him; sinners alone rejected Him. Sin could 
ot get hold of His body. Soil that had been red with His blood couldn't claim His 
llS-C. Three years He preached His gospel while writing no book. He built no church. 
~ had no money back of Him. 
fter 1900 years He is still the one central character of human history, the per-
~tual theme of all preaching, the pivot around which the events of the ages re-
pl ve the only regeneration of this human race. Was He merely the son of Joseph and ry ;ho crossed the world's horizon 1900 years ago? Was it merely human blood that 
spilled on Calvary on that occasion? No, a thousand times, NO! It was God, the 
cond person of the Trinity who came to this earth and they called His Name Jesus. 
allelujah, what a Savior!" 
''A UNIOUE CHRISTMAS" 
A Christmas message by Dr. Glenn O'Neal, 
Acting Dean of Talbot Seminary 
ryone agrees that the Christian Christmas should be unique. The religious world, 
owever, is very good at stressing the substitute on days that should emphasize the 
urpose of corrnremorating the event. We have good examples of that with Easter and 
anksgiving. To make this season of the year truly glorifying to the Lord, there 
re several things we can do. While it may seem elemental, yet first of all, we 
ught to remember the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ. Matthew underscores the narra-
ive of His coming, "And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name 
SUS; for he shall save His people from their sins. Now all this was done, that it 
· ght be fulfilled which was spoken by the Lord through the prophet, saying, Behold, 
e virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son and they shall call his 
aire Emmanuel, which, being interpreted, is God with us" (Matthew 1:21-23). The 
ruth of those last words , "God is with us , " should grip our hearts anew. This was 
ruly a supernatural miraculous birth. 
~onsider why God sent His Son into this world. He became man in order to reveal 
1hat God is like, full of grace and truth. "The word became flesh and dwelt among 
JS and we beheld His_ glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of 
~race and truth" (John 1:14). When we see Christ, we see God. Not only did He come 
:o reveal the Father, but His di vine mission was to save us from our sins 
:Matthew 1: 21). We should especially reioomber at this time of the year that if His 
~eath means nothing, then His birth really iooans nothing. When He died He took the 
. udgment that belonged to us. Some have so distorted the picture of Christmas that 
ll-hey fail to recognize it as being the very appearance of God who came to die as a 
;ubstitute for us. This is what makes Christmas meaningful. 
e should also
1
str:ss the present reality of Christ. As Matthew begins t~lling 
lho':1t tJ:e Lord s birtJ:, he concludes telling us that all power has been given unto 
Y.hns t 1n heaven and in earth. This was demonstrated by the fact that He arose from 
ihe grave. The connnand is added for us to go into all the world, while our Savior 
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promises, "I am with you always, even llllto the end of the world." 
When we present gifts to one another we should stress the fact that we are recogni2 
ing the greatest Gift of all, that of God's only begotten Son. Often in our gift 
giving we forget that we ought to be giving a gift to Jesus Christ. 'Ibis is actua] 
a wonderful time to give generously to the Lord's work, seeing that His Name is pre 
claimed far and near. The One who arose from the grave and lives today ought to bE 
the first on our list of remembrances. Keep in mind the fact that Christ is comin~ 
again. "'Ibis smre Jesus which is taken up into heaven shall so come again in like 
manner as ye have seen Him go into heaven." 
Realizing all that the Lord has done for us, we should recognize our responsibility 
to serve the Savior faithfully. Paul reminds us that "God was in Christ reconcilir 
the world llllto himself, not imputing their trespasses lUlto them, and hath corrani ttec 
llllto us the word of reconciliation" (II Corinthians 5:19). We should tell the 
message of Christ to people who have never heard. This Christmas season makes a 
wonderful time to spread the message of hope and assurance. Christ wants to come j 
to the lives of whosoever will invite Him in. He alone can meet men's needs. We 
can come to Him to have sins forgiven, knowing such promises as, "Come lUlto me and 
will give you rest." The Lord urges us to seek Him and His perfect strength. 
"Seeing then that we ,have a great high priest, that is passed into the heavens, Je~ 
the Son of God, let us hold fast our profession. For we have not an high priest wl 
cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but was in all points temptE 
like as we are, yet without sin. Let us therefore come boldly llllto the throne of 
grace, that we may obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time of need" 
(Hebrews 4:14-16). 
The first step in the celebration of a Christian Christmas is to give yourself to 
Christ. Then, together as a family, dedicate your season to the Savior. If this 
done you will be one who will have a truly llllique Christmas, one that is for the 
glory of the Lord. All of those things the world does, which may be so significan1 
to them, will fade into nothingness in the light of putting Christ in the proper 
·perspective. He belongs as the all-important One, who should have the pre-eminencE 
May God richly bless your home at this wonderful and memorable time of the year. 
"CHRISTMAS ·COMPARISONS 
FROM JOHN 12" 
A Christmas message by Ron Hafer, 
Director of Student Ministries 
Have y9u ever heard a Christmas message based on the 12th chapter of John's gospel· 
Probably not, and yet it gives us some excellent comparisons at Christmas which pr< 
vide fascinating studies. Historically speaking, even our Lord suffered by compar: 
sons. Think of men such as Caesar Augustus who foolishly called himself Augustus 
the God. And what about Alexander the Great? Then there was Charlamagne the 
Magnificent. Yet, when God Incarnate entered the scene of human history to redeem 
mankind, He was simply called "Jesus." 
Take a look at Palestine 2 ,000 years ago as compared to the scene today. At that 
tire the people were being heavily taxed and faced every prospect of a still sharp€ 
increase to cover expanding expenses. The thought of a world domination by a crue: 
and godless intoxicated band of men was ever just below the threshold of conscious1 
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·ld deterioration had cornrpted the upper levels of society and was moving rapidly 
:o the broad base of the populace. At that time intense nationalistic feelings 
clashing openly with new sinister forms of realism. Conformity was the spirit 
that age. Goverrurent handouts were being used in increasing lavishness to keep 
~ population from rising up and overthrowing its leader. Interest rates were 
raling in the midst of an inflated economy. External religious observances were 
sidered a political asset and an abnormal emphasis was being placed on sports 
athletic competition. Racial tension was at a breaking point. At such a time, 
_dst such Wlbelievable conflicts, a little Baby was born to a migrant couple who 
l just signed up for a fresh round of taxation. They were soon to become political 
_les. Still, that little Baby was called, of all things, "the Prince of Peace." 
the final week of Jesus' life, prior to His crucifixion, He came to the home of 
r.arus whom He had earlier raised from the dead. In this 12th chapter of John we 
d the accolfilt of how Mary had taken a polIDd of very costly, genuine spikenard 
itment, and anointed the feet of Jesus. She wiped His feet with her hair so that 
~ house was filled with the fragrance. Judas Iscariot, who intended to betray the 
rd, scolded, ''Why was this ointment not sold for three hundred denarii, and given 
poor people?" The Bible reminds us that his concern wasn't -really for the Wlder-
~ vileged, but because he was a thief and used to pilfer what was put into the 
~ asury. Jesus scolded them, "Let her alone, in order that she may keep it for the 
of My burial. For the poor you always have with you; but you do not always have 
' (John 12:1-8). 
is an interesting comparison to see that at birth, as well as near the death of 
r Lord, the focus is on an insignificant little bedroom corrnnunity just a few miles 
w from Jerusalem. At Christ's birth only an irmkeeper and a few hwnble shep-
rds were there in the animal shelter to celebrate. In John 12, with perhaps a 
llion Jews overflowing Jerusalem into the town of Bethany, Jesus felt very alone. 
fact, He explains, "Now my soul has become troubled; and what shall I say, 
er, save me from this hour? But for this purpose came I to this hour'' ( v. 2 7) • 
Lll, with all these people so relatively close at hand, there were very few who 
lly celebrated Christ's presence. As in His birth, Christ was virtually home-
;s until His death. In the manger we are told that the very rags in which our 
rd was wrapped were swaddling clothes; those used for burial. No wonder Jesus 
mnended Mary by speaking out, "Let her alone, in order that she may keep it for 
day of my burial" (John 12: 7). Each waking moment of our lives brings us closer 
physical death. Christ had nothing for which to be ashamed, while we may. 
are the fact that in both instances a woman named Mary played a very signifi-
t role. The Mary whose womb carefully guarded the Son of God, because of custom 
tradition, doubtless folIDd her situation a public embarrassment. Her love for 
Lord caused her to look far beyond this pressure, and to disregard her own 
sical needs. Beii:g nine ~onths with child she made a grueling five day trip by 
ey, completely disregarding her own appearance and the comforts of home. With 
personal pride she hurrbly and willingly gave birth to the Son of God. 
e other Mary is the sister of Martha. Eastern custom decreed that a woman should 
t let her h~r down i1: public. Mary disregarded this situation and brought forth 
ottle of spike~ard ointment. This was a very costly perfume oil, perhaps worth 
much as a year s wages. To the amazement of everyone, she began to anoint the 
rd. . Three o~ the four gospels give us the picture beautifully. As she knelt she 
ed he: beautiful long h~ir to wipe up the oil. Disregarding her own appearan~e, 
~larity, hlilllan possessioi:s and personal pride, she celebrated the coming of 
ist. Among the g~oup which went to do the final anointing of the body of Christ, 
. of Bethany wasn t among them. She had already performed her act of worship 
lier. 
ll 
Our comparisons today would be incomplete without one final note. In both Bethl€ 
and Bethany, strangely enough, a smell or a stench was very important amidst the 
animals. By comparison, in John 12, another odor made its elf lmown. As Mary be· 
gan pouring that bottle of oil onto the feet of our Lord, Scriptures tell us tha·1 
aroma filled the room. Doubtless it was a sweet fragrance in the nostrils of th( 
Jesus who looks not on the outward appearance but rather upon the hearts of men. 
later would testify, "But thanks be to God, who always leads us in His triumph iI 
01Yist, and manifests through us the sweet aroma of the knowledge of Him in eve!) 
place. For we are a fragrance of Christ to God among those who are being saved < 
among those who are perishing" (II Corinthians 2:14). 
We all enjoy the old carol, "Oh Come, Let Us Adore Him." Compare your feelings, 
and initial thrill when you first realized that the Baby born 2,000 years ago w~ 
Son of God, and the time in your life when, acting upon that knowledge, you prof( 
the Savior. Perhaps at no better point in the world than right now we should mal 
this final comparison. If your love is less than it was, remember, according to 
Scriptures, the Lord is always ready to receive you just where you are. 
"MARY, THE MOTHER OF JESU~ 
A Christmas message by Ernie Peirson, 
Director of Alwrmi Affairs 
It is wonderful to realize that God has a new blessing in store for us as we reac 
Christmas story again and again. For instance, take a few moments to evaluate tl 
life of Mary, the htunan mother of Jesus. Consider her connni tment to the will of 
She was sitting alone when the angel Gabriel from God appeared. The Lord's choic 
was pre-determined as this direct connnunication is brought to her. In the messa! 
were wonderful words of encouragement. The declaration begins, ''Hail favorite or 
the Lord is with you." Angelic messengers had been used by God to connnunicate wj 
His chosen people. · Mary was caused to think quickly when she heard these connnen1 
This wonderful virgin was one who considered things carefully. The Bible tells 1 
hew she pondered certain things. Imagine being told, "You will bear a son, and ) 
will name Him Jesus." History indicates that Jewish women of that day were realJ 
anticipating the coming Messiah. It was something definite the prophets had forE 
told. Certainly the nation desperately needed the Savior. The people were subjE 
to Rome and in terrible bondage. The angel also gave some remarkable conclusioru: 
''He will be great and will be called the Son of the Most High." 
Gabriel additionally pointed out to Mary that another miracle was being performec 
the life of one of her relatives. Elizabeth was soon to be bearing a son. He pc 
out, ''Nothing is impossible with God" (Luke 1:37). Mary's response was two-fold. 
She hlllllbly declared, "Behold the bondslave of the Lord." This reveals her positi 
and relationship to God. She was totally connni tted to her Master. She was not i 
but rather it was a matter of choice. Note her devotion as she confinns, "Be it 
to me according to your word." She really meant what she said. She was totally 
willing to be a part of God's perfect plan. Unfortunately, too often for us, con 
ment can sometimes begin to fade. We miss so many blessings by not allowing God 
work completely in our lives. 
Considering the birth of Christ, we note that God chose tmusual messengers. That 
Lord should choose shepherds to annotmce the birth of the Messiah is most unusual 
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rui.erds in those days weren't really to be tIUSted. They weren't allowed in courts 
Law because their word wasn't to be depended upon. Yet, they were given the 
· 1ege of heralding the Savior's coming. It was also rather unusual for a King to 
om in a bam's manger. Yet, in wisdom, the Lord chose this quiet place, away 
n the public inn, where Joseph and Mazy could have solitude and quietness. Here 
shepherds fotmd them, and as a result, went away to make "known the statement 
ch had been told them of this Child. And all who heard it wondered at the things 
ch were told them by the shepherds." The general public began to respond, becoming 
re that these shepherds were indeed saying the truth. 
:he face of all of this ''Mazy treasured up all these things, pondering them in her 
rt" (Luke 2: 19). This shows both stability in the experience. Pondering means to 
~ in the mind, or to consider carefully, meditating and reflecting carefully. The 
ig that enabled Mazy to move ahead in this whole concept of being the mother of the 
;iah was her ability to nedi tate on the Word of God. This is what we need today, 
Because of this, Mazy was prepared to receive the next phrase of the message God 
for her life. This was taken in stages because Mary's responsibility was to be a 
ry one. The testimony cane, "Behold, this Child is appointed for the fall and rise 
~any in Israel, and for a sign to be opposed, and a sword will pierce even your own 
L, to the end that though ts from many hearts may be revealed" (Luke 2 : 34, 35) • This 
an interim period in the life of her Son. It was to be a pressure time, for Christ 
to die for the sins of the world. God revealed in grace this ultimate answer to 
whole plan. The Messiah's kingdom would live forever! While the idea of connnit-
. is great, yet the purpose of being faithful to the conunitment is heavy. 
nis Christmas season rernenber that God hasn't called us to a connnitment without a 
, which is to be found in His Word. That's why we need to meditate upon it, 
taining through the Holy Spirit a consistent faithfulness to the sacred conunit-
.• We can have the knowledge that God will respond in a manner that is beyond our 
K:tation. Every good and perfect thing comes from His hand. Let us follow through 
ur connnitment in giving ourselves to the Word of God. 
"MY PEACE I GIVE TO YOU" 
A Christmas nessage by Dr. Curtis Mitchell 
Professor of Biblical Studies 
people fe~l tha~ the spirit of Christmas is giving. Certainly there is truth to 
We re~lize this from Johi: 3:16 where we learn that the gift of God to mankind 
emal life. At the same tine I am honest to say that I also like to get! 
tmas ~resents are wonderful to open. They provide a thrill of anticipation . 
. to tlns day! when nobody's looking, I'll sneak over to the tree to shake, squeeze 
nch the vano':15 packages that have my nane of them. Do you ever do that? It is 
rful to realize that the God of Christmas has provided many presents for His 
ren. _We are told in Ephesians 1 that we have been blessed with all spiritual 
ings in heavenly places in Christ Jesus. 
f the fo:gotten gifts of Christmas is described for us in John 14:27. In the 
of promise from our Savior's lips we read, "Peace I leave with you· My peace I 
unto yo':1; not as 0e"world gi:reth give I unto you, Let not your hea;t be troubled, 
er let i! be afraid. Peace is a Christmas present which should be 
on the list of almost anyone i1: 0e world. VVh.en most people say they desperately 
peace, generally they mean a military cessation of hostilities. Since this 
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earth is inhabited by individuals we will never know world peace until first of 
men and women know peace within themselves. This is what the Lord is talking a: 
in this passage. Such a personal peace is available for you llllde.r God's 01.ris t: 
tree. He means an lllltroubled heart which is free from fear. 
When Christ was walking among men He was never ruffled but always llllder control 
regardless of the circumstances. In the judgment hall of Pilot, the Jews deman1 
"Crucify Him!" This mob scene was terrifying. Pilot was so upset with the who. 
thing that every once in a while he had to excuse himself to take a tranqualize: 
Yet, in the midst of it all, 01Tist was the perfect picture of peace. 
Stephen knew what it was to have this kind of peace. In the book of Acts we re1 
how the rocks were bollllcing off his bloody head. He was in the process of bein~ 
martyred and yet his face glowed like an angel's. He was in perfect peace and < 
trol as he petitioned, "Lord, receive my spirit." 
Peter had evidently opened this Christmas present, too. When he was jailed he v 
climbing the bars, screeming for his lawyer, creating a furror. Possessing the 
of Christ, he went fast asleep in his chains. For Paul and Barnabas it was a c<: 
singing while in prison. 
Yes, you have the possibility this 01.ristmas of opening Christ's special joyous 
age of personal peace. If you are troubled and uptight with life, not enj eying 
lllltroubled heart, free from fear, you are living beneath your privileges. The~ 
you receive it is simply by faith. 
IMigh t L. Moody declared, ''Faith is the hand that reaches out and takes the b les 
of God." You see, beginning with the blessing of salvation, you appropriate all 
the Lord's gifts by faith. In Philippians 4:6, 7 we read, "Be careful for nothi 
but in everything by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your reques 
be made known unto God. And the peace of God, which passes all llllderstanding, s 
keep your hearts and minds through 01rist Jesus." This is the same peace Christ 
talked about in John 14 when He promised, "Peace I leave with you, :My" peace I gi 
unto you." 
The first thing we notice is that we are to "Be careful for nothing." As a matt1 
fact, it is a corrnnand. Just as the Lord corrnnands you to be filled with the Holy 
Spirit, and corrnnands you to preach the Gospel to every creature, He also corrnnand 
not to worry about anything • . 
There is a second side, too, which urges us, "in everything by prayer and suppli1 
tion with thanksgiving, let your requests be made known unto God." Tell the Lor• 
about your needs. Tum your burdens over to Him in faith. You are even to than] 
God in advance for handling the situation over which you have absolutely no cont: 
As you follow this sacred prescription, the assurance is, "And the peace of God, 
which passes all llllderstanding, shall keep your hearts and minds through 01Tist 
Jesus." If you really exercise your faith and let God have the problem, you can 
experientially enjoy an untroubled heart, one which is free from fear. 
Perhaps you are wondering, ''How do I let Him have it? I tell Him about the cone 
but it just seems like I can't let go." This is the condition every time we won 
Our basic problem is lack of faith. We are saying in effect, "God, I don't beliE 
you can 'hack' this one." So, the question may come, "How do I get more faith?" 
The Bible clearly tells us, "Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word of 
God" (Romans 10: 17). You have to hear what the Lord is telling you. This is thE 
your faith is stimulated. You know, it is possible to read the Bible and never h 
what God is telling you. It is even possible to memorize Scripture and never knc 
what the Holy Spirit means. To hear the Word means that you force yourself to fa 
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implications of what the Bible proclaims. Suppose a tragedy has occurred in my 
:> I pace the floor, acid is dripping in my tunnny. And I am chewing my finger-
L~ down to my elbON. Why am I so worried and uptight? It is a lack of faith. I 
a to hear the Word to know what God is telling me. I ask myself, "NON, Mitchell, 
ou sit up all night and worry about this thing, can you really do anything about 
' When I reach the point that I have done everything I can, there is nothing 
t. It is good to force yourself to face your own inadequacy. Rerrernber, God's 
~ngth is made perfect in weakness. 
:;econd question is, "NON, Mitchell, is God able to handle this problem?" And I 
at that time into sorre of the portions of the Word which remind me of His all-
ficiency. I may read in the New Testament where Olrist fed five thousand people 
Dnce. It makes my needs seem very small. Pretty soon I am thoroughly convinced 
t the Lord is more than adequate to take my puny problem. 
rr, I ask myself a third question, "Now, Mitchell, is God willing to take this 
61em?" I go into the promises of God and there are hlUldreds of them. You ought 
have a list in your Bible. Think of, "My God shall supply all of your need 
ording to His riches in glory by Christ Jesus" (Philippians 4:19). Or another, 
ting all your care upon Him for He careth for you" (I Peter 5: 7) • After medi ta-
on those truths I am thoroughly convinced that the Lord is practically begging 
ogive the thing that troubles me to Him. Then I say, "Now, Mitchell, you idiot, 
ou can't do anything about it in the first place, and if God is more than 
uate to handle the problem, and if God is practically begging you to give it to 
, why don't you let Him have it and go to sleep?" With that mental preparation, I 
able to really let Him have the problem. Everytime I do, the peace of God which 
ses all lUlders tanding begins to keep my heart and mind by Olris t Jesus. I ex-
ience what Onist was talking about in John 14, an lfiltroubled heart which is 
e from fear. 
eed to open this package of peace in these hectic times. Conditions can only get 
e. We desperately need to feel the peace of God reigning in our soul. And, 
only do we need it, but also our testimony demands it. This is a pragmatic 
iety. They want to see something which works and which is effective. It isn't 
ugh to put a bumper sticker on your car which affinns, "Christ is the Answer." 
ple have to see the adequacy of Jesus in your life. If every ti:rre you have a 
or tragedy your neighbors and friends see you fall apart, then you have been tell-
them by your life that Jesus Christ isn't the answer. 
your th~ology into "~hoe leather." Begin to parade it up and down the streets of 
r corrnm:un ty. Open this forgotten Christmas package, "Peace I leave with you, my 
ce I give unto you, not as the world giveth, give I lillto you. Let not your heart 
troubled, neither let it be afraid." 
"MARY" 
A Oiristmas :rressage by Dr. Lloyd T • .Anderson 
~e Oiristmas story it is impossible to consider the accolfilt without dwelling on 
importance of Mary, the Savior's virgin mother. We recall that both Adam and 
aham had been g~ven promises of a deli~erer (Genesis 3:15; 12:3). The prophecies 
~d only be fulfille~ ~rough a worn~ with proper ancestry. Isaiah gave even more 
ight as the Holy Spirit prompted him to pen, "Behold a virgin shall conceive and 
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bear a son and shall call His Name Innnanuel" (7:14). 
While we have no record of the name of Mary's mother, we know her father was Hel 
We know very little about Mary before she was chosen to be the virgin. Many mytli 
invented about her are absolutely absurd. Sometimes religious organizations are 
much to blame as anyone. Mary wasn't supernatural. She was simply used as an i 
strurnent in the hand of the Almighty to bring the supernatural Son of God into t1i 
world. She was a virtuous ymmg Jewess who anticipated the final marriage vows 
which would mean the responsibility of being a wife and mother. 
The angel greeted Mary with the words, ''Hail thou that art highly favored." This 
means "one who has received an ablilldance of grace." You see, Mary wasn't a sourc 
grace but simply the recipient of the wonderful grace of God. The Lord showed he 
His unmerited favor (Luke 1:30). In fact, Mary acknowledged herself to be a sinn 
when she spoke of God as her Savior (Luke 1:47). Whether we like to believe it o 
not, Jesus Christ, Mary's own Son, had to become her Savior. This was the only w1 
she could get to heaven. 
Then Gabriel told Mary that her Son would be of the Highest, that word being 
capitalized because it refers to Jehovah. Christ wasn't "born," but He was "givei 
as the Son of Man. There is a vast difference between the two. In His Deity as 
God, He could never be born, but as a man corning into the world to assume human 
flesh, He could be physically conceived (Isaiah 9:6). The child born reveals His 
htnnan nature; the Son reveals His tremendous position as very God. Sinless human 
nature and the sinless person of Jehovah were perfectly united in the miracle of 
virgin birth (John 1:14, 18). 
It was interesting to see how the virgin Mary reacted to the angel's announcement, 
She pondered, "How can this be, seeing that I do not know a man?" (Luke 1: 34). Th 
fact wasn't questioned, only the method. She wasn't living with a man and con-
sequently, biologically, she couldn't produce a child. Her purity was predicted~ 
Isaiah 7: 14. The ever las ting Son would have a virgin birth without the intervent~ 
of the sperm of man. Mary, a godly woman, was true to the engagement vows she had 
taken with Joseph. In Jewish custom, when a man was espoused or engaged, it was ~ 
same as being lillited to her even though they wouldn't be living together in the b 
of marriage as man and wife. Yes, Christ's birth was beyond any doubt a biologica 
supernatural miracle. This is why the angel gave the reminder, "For with God no 
shall be impossible" (Luke 1:37). This is the message of Christmas. Isn't it tre 
rnendous that at this particular hour in the history of the world God would show Hi 
self to man? We also remember that the conception of John the Baptist by Mary's 
cousin Elizabeth was also miraculous. Elizabeth was medically barren, too old in 
eyes of men to bare any children. Her husband was theoretically too old to fathe 
children (Luke 1: 7, 18, 36). Mary, not the modem sceptics, was the first to rais
1 
the biological problem of a virgin bearing a son. The Lord can't be limited by Hi1 
own laws of reproduction. This is the wonderful thing about our God. Jehovah isn 
limited by the rules and regulations of mankind. He goes beyond them. 1 
Christ's holiness is directly related to His sinless conception. He was the only 
holy Child born to mankind. There was absolutely no contamination from Mary's sinJ 
ful nature. Gabriel made a most lillusual statement when he called the offspring of 
the virgin birth, "that holy thing." The Greek word is in the neuter gender, show 
that the angel himself may have really been at a loss for words to describe this B' 
who was the eternal God in the likeness of human flesh. It was even di ff icul t for 
angel to put that into words. A strange term for a baby, isn't it, that Holy Thin! 
What would a parent say if you called one of their children a "thing"? We must 
admit that Jesus Christ defies human lillderstanding, computation, and description. 1 
lillion of two natures in one Man, the human and the divine, in one Person is beyond 
our finite minds. 
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ary was a magnificent, wonderful woman. At the same time she wasn't deity, nor was 
she God. Mary wasn't without sin because her own Son later had to become her own 
Heli. Savior. While she was a very vir~uous and pure woman, nevertheless she was a merrber 
· myths of the human race and thereby a sinner. The angel Gabriel announced that she would 
are as be "highly favored." This means literally, "One who has received an abundance of 
an in- God's grace." Mary had received the grace of God as a gift biologically to become 
to the the mother of Jesus , just as you and I receive God's grace to become believers in 
JWS Christ. 
The character of Mary's Son was revealed to be Deity. This humble woman showed that 
Th· she was a loving, gentle soul by responding, "Behold the handmaid of the Lord" ou~~ (Luke 1:38). Mary was willing to obey her Master, regardless of the consequences. 
d he e She lmew that if a virgin had a son everybody would say that he was illegitimate. 
si r 1here would be accusations that she had been secretly living with some man in the 
.tnnei city of Nazareth. Still, she was available for the Lord's use. Her literal comment ~ i~ was, "Dear Lord, I ~ yol!-r slave. Do with me, 0 ~ehovah, as it may. please You." 
y Y What a tremendous thing it must have been to receive the message of the angel. What 
would be the price that she would have to pay to be the mother of the Messiah? There 
would always be the shadow of the suspicion of premarital unchastity. Joseph would 
r " "have every reason to reject her' feeling perhaps that she had been lillfaithful to 
.iven him. You can see what Mary faced in becoming the mother of Jesus. The Lord, in 
as His wonderful grace and mercy, revealed the same truth to Joseph. Isn't it strange ~- ho.v sometimes we choose God's will, expecting to lose everything, only to find 
.J.lS d . ? 
nan tremen ous gain. 
Jf tht I wonder how we would have reacted under similar circumstances, if we had been the 
citizens of Nazareth in that day. Without question, we need to learn to be more 
. t charitable. We may have seen Mary in her condition and joined the scandalmongers 
.n • who agreed, ''She wasn't as much of a virgin as we had thought.'' Of course, like us, 
1he those people were only human. They doubtless read into the situation the worst 
d . possible connotations. We can be sure that there will never be another virgin birth. 
~n Only one has ever happened in the past, present, or future. The virgin birth of 
ritdion Christ is the only one that has ever been prophesied. Submission to the will of God. 
1a 
;b the Afte: the angel told Mary that Elizabeth was expecting a son in three months, she 0~~hurried dowi: ~o th~ town in the hills of Judah_for an extended visit. That must have 
ca_ been an exciting time for these two women. Elizabeth was older and beyond the years tlun~when normally a woman can have a child. Yet God performed a miracle when her child, 
~~- Jo1?1. the Baptist, was born. Mary needed to share her experience with another 
im· spin tually-minded woman. The two spent three months together in what must have been 
wonderfu~, ~appy fellowship (Luke 1: 56). As Mary entered the home of Elizabeth, an 
~ tmusual incident occurred. Elizabeth's lllbom baby leaped in her womb with joy 
,r ~Luk7 1: 41). The child, in the body of his mother, yet unborn, moved significantly 
[~e ~-his mother's worrb. Even before he was born, somehow God must have revealed to 
1 
1~ 1~ fetus that an unusual woman was here; one who was going to be the mother of the 
n t Savior of the world. Elizabeth, of course, was also filled with the Holy Spirit. 
Unfortunately, Mary has been the recipient of both too much and too little respect ~d honor throughout the centuries. What is the meaning of the word "blessed?" It 
~- 1 s only that Mary was the recipient of special favor and honor? Only_ one vir~in 
: Jewess would be the earthly mother of the Messiah, chosen by God. While she is the 
ring most notable of all women we shouldn't exalt her above her proper position. The 
:aby last view of Mary in the Scriptures reveals her in prayer rather th~ being prayed to 
·an (Acts 1:14). Jesus C1irist her own Son didn't exalt her. The Savior declared, 
g. "Yea, rath~r blessed are they that hear' the Word of God and keep it" (Luke 11:27). 
The 
The Lord didn't permit an over-emphasis on His mother or His family (Matt. 12:46-50). 
Mary was wonderfully blessed because she was morally pure (Luke 1: 34). Many young 
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women today have forgotten the high premium God has placed on chastity and puri 
It only brings heartache when you live the other way. In the end, a promis cuou 
woman will be cast aside because nobody knowingly would want to marry one who h 
been living with another man. Yes, Mary had a wonderful spirit of meekness and 
mission. She was willing to be the handmaiden of the Lord, doing God's eternal 
and purpose. Mary certainly was one who had tremendous faith in the Lord. 
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"REVELATION" 
By: Dr. Lloyd T • .Anderson 
re are a number of important differences between hades or sheol and etenial hell 
f heaven. Originally, before Christ's resurrection, hades was divided into two 
tions. One was for the righteous dead while the other was for the llllrighteous 
d. Between these two places there was a great gulf fixed, making it impossible 
go from one place to the other. When the Savior was raised from the dead, He 
ended to the Father taking with Him the godly half of hades. They were ushered 
o the very presence of God (Ephesians 4:8). This revealed our Lord's overcoming 
and death. Today, when a Christian dies, his soul goes innnediately to heaven. 
1 expresses it, "Absent from the body, present with the Lord." Those who have re-
ted God's grace at death continue to pour down into the ungodly half of "sheol'' 
"hades." Paradise, the abode of the righteous dead, is the place to which Jesus 
ted the godly half of hades when He ascended back to the Father. 
word ''hell" is altogether different. It is the place into which ultimately those 
the abode of the wicked in hades will be emptied. "Gahenna" from which the word 
11" originates, comes from the valley of Hinnom, outside the Jerusalem gates and 
ls. It was there that the idolaters once bunied their children as a sacrifice to 
loch, their false god. This the Lord despised, and cursed the place. The Jewish 
ple used this area later as a refuse or garbage dump. For centuries filth was 
rown into that valley. A fire was kept buniing there to dispose of the corruption 
at accumulated and the stench was nauseating. What a place to describe the ever-
ting damnation of hell. There will be weeping, wailing, and gnashing of teeth 
rever. The worm never dies, and the fire is never quenched. The llllbelieving souls 
d spirits of any who have died, or will die, are continuing to go down into sheol 
hades: One of these days, TIRlch sooner than anyone realizes, hades and death will 
cast into the lake of fire. This will be forever and ever; it is the final hell. 
soul has ever yet entered the permanent hell. The first ones to be cast there, 
shown from Revelation 19, will be the beast and the false prophet. Remember that 
11 ~as originally created for the devil and his angels. The second person to be 
t into hel~ is the devil himself. Then, the third group to be consigned there 
r all eteniity are those whose names are not written in the Lamb's book of life. 
Revelc:ition 20 we see them standing before the Great White Throne Judgment only to 
cast into hell forever. None will ever be acquitted. 
~s ~s why there is such an urgency in preaching salvation by grace through faith. 
is is why you personally need to accept Jesus C1irist as your Savior from sin. It 
not only because of the wonderful peace, joy, and real forgiveness that He gives 
u now~ but also so that you will not be consigned to hell forever. This is the 
erati ve. reason tha~ brought our Lord down to this world. He didn't come to preach 
tt~r ethics n~r a finer way of life. The Savior came to give His life for us that 
might_be delivered from the penalty of our sins. Tuniing in repentance and faith, 
forgives those who seek His grace. They have the assurance of everlasting life. 
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1he reason we preach the Gospel is two-fold. First, that people will have conte 
and satisfaction in this life. Second, so they will go to heaven and be spared 
eternal danmation of hell in the life to come. 1his is why I have given myself 
ministry in preaching the Gospel. I earnestly believe men are lost without Jesu 
Christ. 
I have had people tell me, "Oh, going to hell won't be so bad. I'll have a lot~ 
company!" Don't you believe it. Every unbeliever will be forever and forever i~ 
darkness, fire, brimstone, suffering, and tonnent of hell. He will be solitary 
alone in his misery. One of the things that will make hell such a terrible plac 
that you will remember forever what you could have done with Jesus 01.Yist and ye· 
failed to exercise. We can't possibly understand the extent of the torment. Ye 
Lord assures us it is coming to those who don't believe in this life and age of , 
We plead with you, accept Jesus Christ as your Savior before it is too late. nv 
the cry of my heart and what Biola College and Talbot 1heological Seminary belie 
Without Christ there is no hope! 1his is why we are in existence, preaching ove: 
air, and teaching young men and women to go out and tell others the glad and glo: 
news of God's love and grace. 
Without any question, Revelation 20 is one of the greatest chapters of the whole 
I literally tremble when I read this portion of Scripture. It presents in swmna 
series of tremendous events which relate to the Millennial reign of Jesus Christ 
this earth. 1his is the same kingdom mentioned in what is connnonly known as "Th 
Lord's Prayer" (Matthew 6: 10, 13). It is the same kingdom to which the disciple 
£erred when they asked the Lord, ''Wilt thou at this time restore again the kingd 
Israel?" (Acts 1:6). 
1here are five main subjects in Revelation 20, arranged in chronological order. 
first occurrence is that the devil is bound for one thousand years (1-3); the sa 
who reign with Christ during the kingdom rule (4-6); the devil is loosed after 
thousand years are over (7-9) ; Satan is finally cast into the lake of fire (10) ; 
then you have the Great White 1hrone Judgment of the unbelievers from all ages 
(11-15). 
To begin chapter 20, John uses the words, "And I saw." 1his indicates major ste 
the progress of events. These things can't be understood out of their chronolog 
sequence. The apostle, having seen the destruction of the ,armies of the earth 
(Rev. 19), views an angel come down from heaven, "having the key to the bottomle 
pit and a great chain in his hand. And he laid hold on the dragon, that old se 
who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him a thousand years" (20:1, 2). "The bot 
less pit" is a very distinctive place which we considered previously. It is the 
habitation of demons and fallen angels. Here Satan will be incarcerated for a 
thousand years. While the devil exhal ted himself, God is going to bring him do 
1he Lord has simply allowed him to be the god of this age and the prince of the 
of the air. God will eventually bring his power to nothing. When the Lord spe 
Satan's power is so diminished that even an ordinary angel becomes his jailer 
(20:1, 2), leading him away as a captive. What a great contrast to what we read 
Jude 9 about Michael, the archangel, who dared not to bring against the devil a 
ing accusation. Michael is the greatest and most powerful angel about whom we kI1 
anything. Yet, he refused to do more than turn the devil over to the Lord. Al-
though we don't know who the angel of Revelation 20:1-3 is, we know he is empowe11 
by God. He shuts up Satan in the abyss, putting a seal upon him which renders hj 
inactive in deceiving the nations anymore. 
1he purpose of the one thousand year incarceration of the devil is to change the 
spiritual atmosphere of the age. There will be a perfect, special environment aI1 
perfect moral climate during the kingdom rule of Christ. Peace will universally 
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earth as the waters cover the sea. The Savior will be ruling from Jerusalem and 
ll be the absolute sovereign without the interference of the devil. Those will be 
tremendous times for this old sin-riddened world. 
is a glorious t:uth that.durin~ Christ's earthly kingdom the s~ints are goin~ to 
gn with Him during the Mi~lenni1:1111 (Re~. 20:4:6). One reason fo: the peace will be 
t Satan will be bmmd during this entire period. The purpose will be to change 
total spiritual atmosphere of that age. There wil.l be a perfect spiritual and 
al environment. Jesus Christ will be ruling as an absolute sovereign without the 
erference of the evil one himself. 
oughout the ages people have tried every possible means to make the world a better 
ce to live in. Because of man's sinful human nature, even his best efforts have 
er succeeded. What hlUilan beings have never been able to accomplish, God now brings 
pass as the Kingdom is set up. 
ple frequently object to the idea that the devil can be bmmd with chains. As an 
1 spirit, they argue, how can material bondage be of any value? This, of course, 
the language of appearance. The apostle John describes what he sees in terms we 
understand. Whatever the physical character of the chains might be, the obvious 
ching is that the action is so designed as to render Satan completely inactive. 
devil isn't referred to again lllltil after the Millennium (20:7-10). 
the close of the great Kingdom Age of Christ, the armies will be so tremendous that 
y will be as numerous as the sands of the sea (v. 8). This is Satan's final revel t 
ainst God. It is necessary for the devil to be loosed "for a little season." His 
Jsequent involvement will prove two things. First of all, it shows that he is the 
rre diabolical character even after he has been in prison for a thousand years. His 
d ure of evil hasn't changed. Second, we see demonstrated the justice of God in His 
al eternal judgment of the devil. It also shows that sinful human nature doesn't 
ange either apart from saving faith in Jesus Christ. The total corruptness of sin-
1 nature is demonstrated by the fact that lillbelieving millions, living during the 
llennium, turn against Christ after the devil is loosed. You see, living in a per-
ct environment doesn't insure that an individual loves the Lord at all. During 
Millennium, the lillbelieving people of that age will only display an outward con-
.•nni ty. They obey only as a person obeys in the penitentiary. He does it because 
. has to. 
e.questi?n frequently comes, "If all who enter the Millennium are born again, how 
t it possible to have such a large group who aren't born again at the end of the 
gdo~?" The answer is simply that these who constitute those who fight against the 
>rd wil~ be those who are born during the Millennium. They come into this world 
.th a.sinful nature, even as we have. They need to receive Christ as Savior, as 
~ Y will. God neve: forces salvation on anybody. Even during that perfect 1000 
k.ar rule of t~e Savior~ everyone must make his own decision. The rule of 01Tist in 
.ghteousness is one thing, but a change in the human heart to be saved is something 
LS~ •• These people, born in the Millennium, just like you and me, must make a 
~c1sion to accept Christ as their Savior or they will remain lillsaved and go into 
I":emal perdition ~ . 
J.ere will be a populat~on explosion during the Millennium. This will present no 
ti. ob~em because t~ere will be plenty of food. The land will be abundantly pro-
kti ve • There will be no war for a thousand years. There will be no disease to .l~ o~f the populace. Millions of children will come into the world through the ~lievi~g pa:ents.who have entered the Kingdom Age. Those who now rise up in in-
1rrection will simply b · d b · · n' 11 be th h £ · e wipe out . y God. No doubt, during the Kingdom Age, there 
· . os~ w o eel, "I don't need salvation- everything is so wonderful and the 
vironment is so lovely." Self-righteous peopie are always the hardest to reach. 
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Unless people are personally and individually born again and regenerated, they w~ 
fall prey to the devil's wiles. Hav foolish the philosophy of today that if you 
give a person an ideal environment he will be absolutely good. The results prov~ 
the opposite. The nature of a human being doesn't change apart from the redeemi~ 
grace of God (Ephesians 2:8, 9). L 
. 
The diabolical involvements of Satan in the affairs of man are clearly traced fot 
in Scripture. Lucifer, the son of morning, the angel of light, was one of the ch 
angels of heaven. Because of his pride, arrogance, and desire to be like God, ac 
ing to Ezekiel 28 and Isaiah 14, he rebelled against the Lord. He was cast out c-
heaven and became the devil. His final doom is recorded in Revelation 20: 10. He 
a picture of the arch enemy of God who refused to bend his heart and knee to the ~ 
Satan only has control of this world llllder God's permissive will. Every time theJ 
a war you can be sure the devil is behind it. Such conflicts come because the he· 
of the people refuse to follow God. Matthew 25:41 makes it crystal clear that th: 
devil is cast into hell which was prepared for him and his angels. This sentence 
doom was passed upon him at the cross (John 12:31-33). God has stayed His execut 
of Satan lllltil His eternal purpose has been accomplished. The Lord is sovereign 
can use personalities even like the devil and his evil angels to fulfill His own 
divine purposes. 
,I 
When the devil is finally cast into the lake of fire, he will find that the beas 
the false prophet are already there. They were sent there at least one thousand 
earlier (Rev. 19: 20) • Rerrember, the llllbeliever isn't annihilated at death. The 
tells us that these shall be tormented day and night forever. 
Later, all the llllsaved dead from all ages will join this trio of evil in the lake 
fire. This breaks my heart since I may be writing of sorreone who hasn't believed 
Christ. You may die without the Lord and go to this awful place, being lost fore 
and ever. I plead with you in the Savior's Name, turn to Christ now. 
There have been a number of programs designed by man to bring peace to the earth. 
Still there is no peace in the world. Wars actually increase with the progress o 
civilization. As long as man is what he is, apart from a knowledge of Jesus Chri 
there will be intense conflicts. In the 3358 years from 1496 B.C. to 1862 A. D. ,. 
there' were 228 years of peace with 3130 years of war. Within the last three cen-1 
turies there have been 286 major and minor wars in Europe. From the year 1500 B. 
to 1860 A. D. , more than 8000 treaties of peace, rreant to remain in force forever ,I 
were negotiated by the nations of the world. The average time they remained in 
force was only two years. The statistics of the Society of International Law of I 
London declare that during the last 4000 years there have only been 268 years of 
peace. In spite of all the talk about peace, the teaching of the Bible can be , 
clearly seen everywhere. The words of Isaiah 57:21 are still absolutely true, "11 
is no peace, saith my God, to the wicked." "The way of peace the nations know no 
(Isaiah 59: 8). 
There is certainly coming a tine of peace and prosperity upon the earth which wil 
last for 1000 years when Jesus Christ rules over this world. This golden age is 
called the Millennium. Scripture clearly gives us this prophetic hope. Actually 
a larger body of Biblical truth on the future is devoted to the subject of the 
Kingdom Age of Christ than there is to any other topic. It was General George 
Marshall who observed, "If man ever does find the solution for world peace, it' 11 
be the most revolutionary reversal of his record we've ever known." My friend, 
there is a solution for world peace. God tells us about it in His own Word. Thi 
period will begin as we see in Revelation 20 when Christ returns to rule and to 
reign. Even so, come, Lord Jesus. 
What a trerrendous day it will be when our Lord Jesus Christ breaks the blue of th 
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riding upon a white horse, followed by the annies of heaven. He will visibly re-
to this earth to destroy the enemies of God who move against the people of 
el. Revelation chapter 20 gives us the interesting pi~t~re of these things be-
ing to transpire. In verse four the apostle John testifies, "And I saw thrones, 
they sat upon them; and judgment was given unto them; and I saw the souls of 
that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for the Word of God, and who 
not worshipped the beast, neither his image, neither had received his mark upon 
ir foreheads, or in their hands; and they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand 
rs." This refers to the kingdom rule of our Savior which is yet to come. Men 
often longed for peace and prosperity yet very few years of human history have 
n without wars . When the Son of God sets up His Millennial kingdom, peace and 
teousness will cover this world as the waters cover the sea. Although the word 
llennium" isn't found as such in the Bible, the truth is certainly in many 
ipture passages. As a matter of fact, the word "Trinity" isn't found in the Bible 
the existence of the Trinity is most definitely there. 
least four views are held on the subject of the kingdom rule of the Lord Jesus 
ist. The first is the post-millennial concept. 'This is the idea that the world 
.1 gradually improve from a lower state of society to a higher. Through the church, ~ world will get better and better until the kingdom of God is brought in. After 
ousand years of peace, Christ will then come and judge the world at a general 
urrection. 
n there are those who hold to amillennialism. They teach that there won't be a 
igdom rule of Christ at all. They do not accept the Millennium. They feel the 
>usand years aren't literal but rather they run through the entire New Testament 
l. This means that Ouistians are now ruling and reigning with Christ upon the 
rth. 
~n there are the pro-millennialists. This is a new view which declares that the 
rson isn't sure whether there will be a Millennium at all, but if there is, they 
~ all for it! 
~n, of course, there is the pre-millennial view to which we hold. We earnestly lie~e that Christ is going to come before the kingdom is set up. Through the Church 
will gather a group of people to represent Him. When this Body of Christ is ~lete, the Lord will call for His Bride, which we know to be the Rapture. In the 
ok ?f Rev54ation this symbolically took place at the end of chapter three. The 
or in chapter four was opened in heaven and the voice said to John, who stood 
r~sen~ati v~ of the Church, "Come up hither." After this, the Tribulation will 
t in, rnnnediately following which Christ will rule for a thousand years upon the 
th. We here at Biola believe in the pre-millennial view. 
h .d . lfSi erin~ the Mille1:11ium, can you imagine a time when war will be utterly unknown? 
~a_ soldier or a sailor will be in unifonn. There will be no military camps 
is ting, and not one cent will be spent for annaments of war. Can you imagine such 
[ age? _All the resour~es of the earth will be available for enjoyment. All in-
try will be engaged 1n the manufacture of the articles of peace. Can you imagine 
.golden_ age when all the hospitals will be shut down and when all the doctors and 
' ses. will be out of a job? Medicines will be worthless and llllcalled for, so per-
ct _will be that one thousc:u1d years of rule of the Lord Jesus Christ. Can you 
agine an c:ge when there will be no poverty? When children will not die? When 
ry~ody will have all his needs supplied? When violence and crime will be 
,. actically unknown? Can you imagine a time when there will be no wasteland no 
!:) nn, no droughts, no ~rop failures, no floods, and even the wild animals wlll be 
ire an~ hannless ai:d will cease devouring one another? This is what clear and re-
ete Bible prophecies teach. 
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Jesus spoke of His coming glory and His wonderful rule over the earth in Matt. 
"When the Son of Man shall come in His glory, and all the holy angels with Him, 
shall He sit upon the throne of His glory." In Zechariah 14 we read of the ret 
Jesus Christ, "Then shall the Lord go forth, and fight against those nations, as 
He fought in the day of battle. And the Lord shall be king over all the earth; 
that day shall there be one Lord, and His Name one" (vs. 3, 9). When Jesus Chrj 
sets up His kingdom of a thousand years, a part of the Lord's prayer is going t d 
finally be answered (Matt. 6:10). This is the kingdom promised to David in 
II Samuel 7: 12-17. God took an oath relative to its establishment in Psalm 89: 3 
This is the kingdom predicted in Psalms 2, 45 and 110, as well as in the Old Ted 
ment prophets (Isaiah 2:1-5; 11:1-9; 60; 61; Jeremiah 23:3-8; 32:37-44; 
Ezekiel 8:40-48; Daniel 2:44; 7:13; 12:2-3; Micah 4:1-8; Zechariah 12:10-14). 1 
point to the kingdom rule of our Lord Jesus Christ and are but a few of the 
tremendous passages which refer to it. 
During this period of ruling with Christ a thousand years, the vegetable, anima] 
human kingdoms will all experience amazing changes. When sin entered the world j 
three of these came under the curse. When Christ rules on earth, that which the 
world has longed for so long will become a reality. Then the message of the an~ 
"Peace, good will toward men," will be fulfilled. It was correctly prophesied c 
Savior, "He maketh wars to cease lilltil the end of the earth; He breaketh the b~ 
cutteth the spear in sunder; he burneth the chariot in the fire" (Psalm 46:9). 
implements of nechanized warfare lildoubtedly will be eliminated during the King( 
David said, "In His days the righteous shall flourish and the abundance of peace 
long as the moon endureth" (Psaml 72: 7) • Isaiah 2: 4 contains the same kind of ~ 
promise, "And He shall judge among the nations, and shall rebuke many peoples; c 
they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hoo1 
nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any 
"Of the increase of His government and peace there shall be no end" (Isaiah 9: 7) 
One of the thrilling truths of the book of Revelation is to realize that perfect 
of peace which will cover the earth when Christ reigns for 1000 years. This is 
prophesied in the Old Testament. "And he shall speak peace unto the nations; w. 
dominion shall be from sea even to sea, and from the river even to the ends of 1 
earth" (Zechariah 9: 10). 
This time will be characterized by tremendous prosperity. Ezekiel shows this a!: 
gives the words of God, "And I will make them and the places round about my hil1 
blessing, and I will cause the shower to come down in its season; there shall bE 
showers of blessing. And the tree of the field shall yield its fruit, and the E 
shall yield its increase, and they shall be safe in their land" (Ezekiel 34: 26, 
36:29). The fulfillment is also recorded by Joel, "Fear not, 0 Land, Be glad ar 
rejoice; for the Lord will do great things. Be not afraid, ye beasts of the fiE 
for the pastures of the wilderness do spring, for the tree beareth her fruit, tl 
fig tree and the vine do yield their strength. And the floors shall be full of 
wheat, and the vats shall overflow with wine and oil. And ye shall eat in plen1 
and be satisfied, and praise the name of the Lord, your God, who hath dealt won-
drously with you" (Joel 2: 21,22 ,24). Micah likewise sees this time of abundancE 
(Micah 4:4). Amos puts it, "The plowman shall overtake the reaper, and the trea 
of grapes him that soweth seed" (Amos) 9: 13) • Crops in that day will come so fa 
and furious that prosperity will be almost unbelievable (Zechariah 8:12). 
During this kingdom rule of Christ, fonnerly desolate lands will become so pro-
ductive that they will be compared to the Garden of Eden. All the nations will 
more than sufficient to eat. The planted seed will always produce. Skies will 
known for dew rather than for scorching heat or bitter cold. 
Those entering the Millennitilll to be the population over which Jesus will reign 'W 
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ighteous people. The unr.ighteous wi~l be. purged out before the kingdom begins 
t 25 · 34 41 46). Malachi 4: 2 proffilses in the Lord's words, "For unto you that ~ n~'shail the sun of righteo~ness_arise with healing in his wings." "The 
le shall be righteous, they shall inherit the land forever and the branch of my 
ting and the work of my hands, that I may be glorified" (Isaiah 60: 21; 62: 1, 2) • 
alem will be called the city of righteousness (Isaiah 1:26). The prophet looks 
d to this glorious hour. "But with righteousness shall He judge the poor and 
ove with equity for the meek of the earth and righteousness shall be the girdle 
the belt) of his waist, and faithfulness shall be the belt of reins" 
. ah 11:4, 5). 
Psalmist wrote about Christ, "Say among the heathen that the Lord reigneth; He 
1 judge His people righteously" (Psalm 96: 10). "The Lord reigneth, let the 
rejoice. Let the multitude of isles be glad thereof, righteousness and judg-
are the habitation of His throne" (Psalm 97: 1, 2). 
Millennium will also be a time of holiness. That means not only separation from 
but also being set apart unto God. During the kingdom rule, a new level of 
· ty will characterize the earth. People, places and things will belong to God in 
rt special and tangible way. The Lord will sit upon a throne representing His 
·ness (Psalm 47: 7, 8). The region of the temple will be holy in Jerusalem 
kiel 43:12). Jerusalem itself will be a holy city (Joel 3:17). Those who are 
of the Jewish nation during that time will also be holy (Isaiah 4:3). The 
les of the world are going to be taught holiness during that time (Ezekiel 44:23). 
ice Zechariah 14: 20, 21, "In that day there will even be upon the bells of the 
es holiness unto the Lord, and the pots in the Lord's house shall be like bowls 
ore the al tar. Yea, every pot in Jerusalem and in Judea shall be holiness unto 
Lord of Hosts." Yes, a tremendous hour is coming, and it shall be the kingdom 
of Jesus Christ, a time characterized by great joy, blessing and peace. 
considering the kingdom rule of our Lord Jesus Christ over the earth, it is im-
ant to know that the saints of God, all those who have trusted the Savior for 
vation, will rule and reign with Christ during those peaceful one thousand years. 
re will be no turmoil since the devil is going to be cast into the abyss 
velation 20:1, 2). 
Millennium will be flooded with the joy of the Lord. One of the songs Israel 
a nation will sing is that found in Isaiah 12:1-3, "O Lord, I will praise thee; 
gh Thou wast angry with me, Thine anger is turned away, and Tiiou comfortes t me. 
ld, God is my salvation; I will trust, and not be afraid; for the Lord Jehovah 
my strength and my song; He is also become my salvation. Therefore, with joy 
_ l ye draw water out of the wells of salvation." A similar promise is found in 
ah 25: 8, 9 when death will be swallowed up in victory and the Lord God will 
e awa~ ~e~rs from all faces. There are other passages, too, indicating the 
at reJoicing of that hour (Isaiah 52:9· 65:18 19· Jeremiah 31:13· Zephaniah 
4' 17) • ' ' ' ' 
,o during the kingdom rule of Christ, truth will cover the earth. This is not 
1th as men ~on~ider it lightly today. What we see most generally in this hour are 
s and falsifying on every hand. Our Savior promised Israel, "Behold, I will save 
people from the east country, and from the west country· And I will bring them 
l they sh~ll clwel~ in the mids!- of. Jerusalem; and they shall be my people, and i 
1 be th~ir ~od, in trut~ and in righteousness" (Zechariah 8:3, 7, 8). The Lord 
truth will Judge and swiftly execute righteousness (Isaiah 16:5). 
f a believer in Christ, you and I are going to have a part in ruling and reigning 
,r the population of the kingdom age. The curse God placed upon the earth will be 
ted (Genesis 3:17; Isaiah 35:1, 2, 6, 7). 'Ibis is the coming age when the desert 
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shall blossom abundantly like the rose. There will truly be "streams in the de. 
The curse wil 1 even be taken away from the animal kingdom (ls aiah 11 : 6- 9) . It : 
that time such natural foes as the wolf and the lamb, the leopard and the kid, : 
the calf and the young lion shall dwell in peace together. Even a small child 1 
safely play with the most poisonous of snakes and spiders with no fear. 
Ho.v blessed to realize that in this glorious time, illness and even physical de· 
formities will be removed (Isaiah 29:18; 33:24; 35:5, 6; Jeremiah 30:17). TherE 
much to which all humanity can look forward! 
People will naturally live a nruch longer span of time (Isaiah 65:18-21). The Bi 
says that "the child shall die an hundred years old." That means that should on 
die at 100 he would still be considered youthful. Of course, during the Millenn 
children will be born to parents with natural bodies just like ours today. The 
of death which now works on our bodies will be overcome, however, by the changed 
conditions of the earth during this kingdoin rule of our Lord. Conditions during 
this time will be such that there will be no death, except for those who might b 
killed lillder the judgment of our God, having dared to rebel against Christ. 
The span of life will be greatly increased, and medicine will be available readi 
for any illness which might possibly exist. The age of 100 apparently will be 11. 
age of accountability," since the sinner, being a hundred years old, will be 
accursed. This confirms the fact that then death will be not from what we now c 
"natural causes" at all. It will be the result of the judgment of God 
(Psalm 101: 8) • There will be a continuing time of review by God for man's wicke1 
ness, so that the land may be purged continually. These are just a few of the 
exciting things to anticipate during the millennial reign of God's beloved Son. 
Vil.. AndeMon L6 - PM.toll. 06 
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"PANEL DISCUSSION" 
Panel: Vn. Cha.6 e, Vn. Feinb e!tg and VJt. SutheJri.and 
"Is it true that Jesus of Nazareth was the only 1i ving heir to David's throne in 
day? Could you please give your reasons if this is so?" 
There is no absolute indication either in the chronology of Matthew or Luke that 
Lord was the only One who descended from the line of David, available for the 
e. This doesn't rrean that Mary and Joseph had any children previously. Re-
er that David's descendants were many. Still, God in His elective purpose sent 
angel Gabriel to Mary annmmcing, "The Lord is going to deal with you in a way 
t He has never done with any maiden previously. He will give you a child, con-
ved of the Holy Spirit." 
"In Hebrews 1:5 we read, 'For unto which of the angels said He at any time, Thou 
my Son, this day have I begotten Thee. And again, I will be to Him a Father, and 
shall be to rre a San.' Was the Son of God with the Father always or was He be-
ten of the Father after the beginning?" 
All of Scripture points to the fact that Christ was always with the Father. In 
very first verse of Genesis, the word for "God" is plural. The Lord said, "Let . 
' create," and so forth. Jesus Christ was God's only begotten Son when He becaire 
arnate in the flesh. This had to do with His earthly ministry and His human body. 
ore that, however, He was both God and man, and as God He was always with the 
er, from everlasting to everlasting. Isaiah rightly declared, "His name shall 
called. • • the ever las ting Father." This is a part of the mystery of the Trinity 
ch transcends the finite mind. 
''Who was Nathan through whom Mary came? Also, does the Bible give the naires of 
's parents?" 
The~ are several very prominent Nathans in the Bible. Sorre connect Mary's 
an with the prophet by the sane name. This is not correct. In reading about the 
s of David we find one had a son, Nathan. This is the one referred to in 
e 3: 31. The names of Mary's innnediate parents are not given to us. 
"I recently heard a preacher say that Gabriel was the only archangel. Is this 
rect, and was he the one who announced Christ's birth to the shepherds?" 
In the first place~ ~chael is the one archangel of whom Scripture speaks. Gabriel 
~d. have b~en the privileged iressenger as he was to Mary. Luke 2 :9 has the in-
inite article about "an angel" without any further specifics. You can be sure that 
5 ~as on~ of the highest honors which has ever come to an angelic being, in annotmc-
e coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. 
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Q. ''Why isn't Mazy' s name mentioned in the genealogy in Luke when Joseph's i~ 
Matthew?'' 
A. In Matthew's gospel the first chapter verse 17, it shows us that from .Abrc 
David there were 14 generations. Then, from David until the carzying away in1 
Babylon (586 B.C.) another 14 generations. Finally, from the carzying away ir 
Babylon to Christ's coming, 14 more generations. This doesn't mean that they 
equal generations. The breakdown is to show the line of descent. In Hebrew, 
Greek, the alphabet has numerical value. Stamped clearly on this genealogy ir 
Matthew is the Davidic dynasty. Of course, Joseph wasn't related through the 
parent as Mazy. Mazy came through Nathan while Joseph came through Jeconiah, 
descendant of David. It is important to realize that "if" Joseph, the later h 
of Mazy, had been the actual human father of Jesus, Christ could never have la 
claim to the Davidic throne. Jeremiah 22:28-30 tells us that Jeconiah (or Con 
was cursed of God. No one from that despised and rejected line would be allow 
sit on the throne of Israel. It was because Jeconiah was so disobedient and u 
yielding to the will of God. The Savior has a full right to the throne throug 
real, actual mother, Mazy. Her genealogy is given in Luke and there was no cu 
placed on the family of Nathan. 
Q. ''Where did the wise men find the child Jesus? Was it in Bethlehem or was 
Nazareth?" 
A. They probably folllld Him in Bethlehem. Since we do not have specific infori 
we can't be dogmatic. Joseph and Mazy may have taken the baby soon after His 1 
to Nazareth. It is true that after the birth of Jesus in the stable manger, tJ 
celebration with the census was soon over. The people had doubtless gone back 
their homes. It may have been in a vezy few days that Joseph was able to find 
house somewhere in Bethlehem for the family. This is why we read of the wise 1 
''When they were come into the house, they saw the yollllg child with Mazy, his me 
These travelers from afar didn't worship the babe on the night of His birth. J 
must have taken them days and weeks to get from their home in the east to Jerlli 
They faithfully followed the star the Lord had given for this unusual sign. Wl 
Herod saw that he had been tricked by the wise men, he became exceedingly angT) 
was the children of Bethlehem, not Nazareth, who were slain as a result. 
Q. ''We read in Matthew 1:23, 'Behold, the virgin shall be with child, and shaJ 
bring forth a son, and they shall call his name Ennnanuel, which, being interpre 
is God with us.' Why is it that they never really called Christ, 'Ennnanuel' ?" 
A. We should understand the purpose in Biblical prophecy of a name. It isn't 
a "handle on a skillet." In those days it meant the very nature of a person. 
Isaiah 9 :6 we have the promise of the fact that the Lord would be called ''Wonde 
Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, and the Prince of Peace." 
see, these names describe His characteristics and attributes. There are specif 
names which describe the personality, and such is the word Ennnanuel. What a 
beautiful and assuring title, reminding them in their day, as well as us in thi 
hour, that God, the Everlasting Father, is always with us . The Savior alone wa 
worthy of such a Name. He didn't have to be called by the actual name Ennnanuel 
but rather by His birth He was truly with us as God, humanity taken up in Diety 
Q. ''Was Christ a Nazarite? Matthew 2:23 states, ' .•• He shall be called a 
Nazarene.''' 
A. Actually, the two words Nazari te and Nazarene are entirely different. A 
Nazarene was one who came from Nazareth (Matthew 2: 23) • That town's name meant 
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ffdant" or "a branch of a green tree." Nazari te comes from an entirel~ different 
:xi which has in mind being separated or consecrated to God. Jesus Christ was cer-
. ly dedicated to God and He al~o came out of Nazareth, but the two are not related 
t criptions. He was not a Nazari te. 
"Do you think Satan knew Christ was to be born of Mary?" 
, There are two erroneous views about Satan. One holds that he knows nothing, and 
~ticularly that he is ignorant to the fact that he was conquered at Calvary 
~lossians 2:14 15). This isn't a Biblical view whatsoever. It certainly doesn't 
:-ee with what Ezekiel says of him with a description that he is full of wisdom. It 
salso contrary to Scripture ~o say that Satan lmows. everything. There are only 
tree persons in all of the urn verse who lmow everything: God the Father, God the Son, 
~ God the Holy Spirit. Onllliscience is just the same as omnipotence and omnipresence. 
se are qualities of Deity alone. Even though Satan has vast power and a vast 
lowing, he isn't Deity. The devil is, however, a terrific listener. He knows the 
points of man. This is the way he sought to tempt our Lord. He remembers well. 
r tmderes timate the power and province of this diabolical ruler of darlmess. 
''Why do Mark and John omit any record of Christ's nativity at all'?" 
This would be correct tmless you take John 3:16 into consideration. It speaks very 
initely of the birth. Each of the Gospel narrators wrote their portion from a par-
lar point of view. Matthew addressed his rressage to the Jewish people. To pre-
t their Messiah it was significant that His ancestry should be noted carefully. 
er the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, Matthew gives the genealogy of our Lord, the 
at King. Luke presents the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ to the Gentile world, 
ntifying Christ with humanity in a very definite way. Again, it is important to 
ce the genealogy. Mark portrays the Lord as the servant. One isn't much in-
sted in the pedigree of a servant. In fact, the first 30 years of our Lord's life 
bridged over entirely. All of a sudden, according to Mark, the Lord appears on the 
ne entering His public ministry doing good. John writes differently from all the 
ers in his accotmt. He shows the Lord Jesus Christ as the eternal Son of God. As 
there can be no beginning. We read, "In the beginning was the Word, and the 
d was with God, and the Word was God." This goes clear back of any human gene-
gy. It originates with God Himself. 
'_'Does the Hebrew word 'almah' (a transliteration of the word virgin), really mean 
gin, as we find it in the King James Version?" 
Isaiah 7: 14 is very specific and correctly means a virgin who has never known a 
• Eve~ one of the seven times it appears in the Old Testament, there is no doubt 
t to. this very fact. This was a specific virgin of the Davidic house who would be 
cluld. We don't need to be in doubt whatsoever. Our Lord Jesus Christ was born 
~ vi:gin. A good way to check out a Bible version is to look up Isaiah 7: 14. See 
it rightly uses the word "virgin" as it should. 
"Hav would you answer those who say that the virgin birth is contrary to the 
e of nature?'' 
A~tually, the.vi~g~n birth goes completely beyond the laws of nature. If this 
en t.so, the sign~fi~anc: of the event would be completely lost. Some critics 
e said that the virgin birth never happened before it has never happened since 
refore, it couldn~t have happened in the first pla~e. Of course, it never ' P:~d before o: s11:ce because the Lord Jesus Christ is completely unique. He is 
Y C?ne o~ His kind. A natural birth is nonnal to a natural being. A super-
ural birth is nonnal to a supernatural Being. Therefore, the virgin birth is 
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perfectly nonnal to Jesus Christ because of who He is. 
Q. "Does the Bible really teach the fact that Christians shouldn't have Chri~ 
trees? Someone told me that it's in the Old Tes tarnent." 
A. This is stretching the meaning of Scripture from the concept of the conte) 
vol ved. The verse about which you are asking is Jeremiah 10: 1- 9. The messagE 
vol ved is a warning against idolatry. He is talking about cutting a tree dowr 
forest and taking it home to carve and then later to worship. How foolish rnaIJ 
make his own gods, bowing down to a dead, inanimate object. How could Jeremia 
be talking about Christmas trees when the Lord Jesus hadn't yet come? 
Q. "Have any records ever been verified as to the actual date of Christ's bir 
Some say that we have been observing pagan customs rather than real worship." 
A. To be certain, there is all too IIRlch cormnercialism connected with this sea 
the child of God, however, there needn't be. The actual birth of our Lord pro 
didn't occur anywhere near the 25th of December. The shepherds were in the fi 
watching over their flocks by night. The implication here is that it IIRlSt hav, 
in the spring, surrnner, or early fall. At the end of the year the weather is Vi 
often cold with snow on the grmmd in the Holy Land. This doesn't mean that w, 
shouldn't observe Christmas as we do. To be sure, there were wicked holidays , 
time, even as there are armmd Easter. Our coIIUremoration of Christ's birth do1 
mean for a moment that we are observing anything even remotely connected with ~ 
pagan rituals. Remember, it isn't the time of the birth of Christ that is sig:i 
cant, it is rather the fact that the Savior was born. We can worship and obse~ 
birth on any day of the year but traditionally December 25th has been establisl 
the day for this purpose. We can enjoy this magnificent fact of His virgin biJ 
we most definitely should. 
Q. ''While I've heard it before, I've forgotten the backgrmmd and reasons for 
three gifts presented to Christ at His birth. Could you go over them again? J 
did the shepherds bring anything? Wouldn't they have felt it was embarrassing 
the lavish gifts of the others?" 
A. As to the last part of the question, the wise men brought their gifts at a 
date than the shepherds. The coming of the shepherds was at the birth of our 1 
Jesus Christ, while the bringing of gifts from the wise men followed IIRlCh later 
perhaps when He was even two or three years of age.' The two events didn't occu 
the same titre. In the narrative about the shepherds, the Bible tells us that a 
the announcement of the birth was made to them, "they came with haste." There 
any time to get some gifts. They were so gloriously rejoicing that God had ful 
His promise that they did what the Lord desires of each individual: they presen 
themselves to the Savior! At this season of the year, as well as all others, w 
should give the Messiah our hearts' adoration. 
The gifts of the wise men were gold, frankincense, and myrrh. We do not know t l 
there were only three kings. There could have been other followers with them. 
Gold is that which is glorious and kingly. These were bowing down and giving gi 
to the King of kings and Lord of lords. Frankincense means that which is arornat 
fragrant. This substance in Old Testament times was added in order that man mi. 
remember in symbolic fonn of how we are to please and satisfy the living God wii 
lives and love. Before the Lord Jesus Christ could become King He IIRlSt do a pr~ 
work and offer a sacrifice, that of His glorious self. He became the One to di~ 
our sins, the just for the tmjust, that He might bring us to God. This is the s~ 
bolism of frankincense. :Myrrh is one of the ingredients with which they embalm 
individual, and thereby speaks fully of Christ's burial and death. Beautiful ir1 
typology these gifts of rich meaning ! 
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"ls it a fact that Paul knew nothing about the virgin birth of Jesus Christ?" 
No it certainly isn't~ fact. Since_this is not recorded in any of hi~ e~istles, 
tnio ~ot lmow his infonnation on the subJect. We are of the personal conviction 
t he was most certainly aware of it for it Ilil.lS t have been general pub lie knowledge 
at day. Because Paul didn't rnention it specifically in his theology only reveals 
t. fact that the Holy Spirit had other truths for him to underscore. Most definitely 
1 apostle 's view of the Lord Jesus Christ is right in line with the virgin birth 
llippians 2 :5-11). The supernatural birth was the most important order of primary 
\ts. Paul holds to the high view of the person of our Savior all the way through 
h writings. Rernember, too, that he doesn't mention anything about the life of Jesus 
Lst such as His miracles or rnessages. Christ's earthly ministry wasn't the thrust 
th>aui's rnessage in presenting the crucified, risen Son of God. 
''Where is it in the Gospels that we find Elizabeth naming her son? Why did she 
ist on his name being John, rather than Zacharias, which would have been the same 
~a as his father?" 
~ 1 The purpose of the name given in Scripture is to carry a rnessage of the individual's 
~ ;onali ty and characteristics. Friends of Zacharias were insisting that the baby 
~r ... the same name as his father. Elizabeth was determined that he be called John. 
e first chapter of Luke tells us of the angel who came to the priest Zacharias and 
at him that they should call the child's name John. Zacharias couldn't speak since 
:Si as stricken dumb during this period. That is why Elizabeth was so insistant. We 
::> .Jld rernember that other than by the grace of God, Elizabeth and Zacharias would 
11 
... r have had a son. John was a Hebrew name which meant "gracious Jehovah." 
nri 
1~; .. ''When John the Baptist declared, 'Behold the Lamb of God,' why then did he later 
r""l his two disciples to ask Jesus, 'Are you really the Messiah, or shall we keep 
dng for him?'" 
t l This shows the hurnani ty of John the Baptist in a beautiful way (Luke 7: 19-23). ~l! Savior gave a gentle reminder for these disciples to take back to John about the 
t elous things which were being accomplished. Remember, John was in prison and 
~tless a little discouraged and disheartened. Christ didn't ignore John, but His 
11ness was other than John's business. So word was sent back to the lonely one in 
, "Let John lmow how the blind see and the lame walk." You can see our Lord's 
L.o uation of John the Baptist as He gives testimony, "For I say unto you, Among those 
r ' are born of woren there is not a greater prophet than John the Baptist" 
1~ e 7: ~4-28). What a solitary figure this John the Baptist was in those days. He 
:i , erta~nly one of the most magnificent characters in all the Word of God. What a 
wf. ly life he led. Listen to his earnest tribute to the Savior, "He Ilil.lSt increase, 
L J I JIR.lS t decrease" (John 3: 30) • 
1t e 
ve "Would you please explain Matthew 12: 36 for re." 
h We read, "Bu~ I. say llllto you that every idle word that men shall speak, they shall 
t e. ac~ount. of it in the day of judgment." This may appear as if the judgment of 
. isi: t goin~ to be on the basis of what Christ has done, and our acceptance or ~~~ction of Hirn. The verse Ilil.lSt be read in complete context. Christ is speaking of 
~icse ~ho defy and blasi:here God, sinning by utterance. Blasphemy from the Greek ~g~s to speak :mworthily or derogatorily of Deity." The reference here isn't to L~evers. We will not be brought into judgment (John 5 :24). This applies to an 
?ived person. Remember, no one on earth can stand before the living God, the 
Le e Throne Judgment, and come out unscathed. No one goes away from that judgment 
glory, but rather into the lake of fire. 
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